
 

 
MONDAY MORNING RECAP  - November 2, 2020 

 

Last Week 
 
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) 26501.60 -1833.97 -6.47%  
S&P 500 Index      3269.96 -195.43 -5.64%  
NASDAQ Composite Index   10911.59 -636.69 -5.51% 
U.S. 10 yr. Treasury Note Yield       0.88% +3 Basis Points 
Gold ($ per troy oz.)    $1877.40 -$24.90 -1.31% 
WTI Oil ($ per barrel)        $35.79 -$4.06  -10.19%  
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GLOBAL EQUITIES: US stock markets sold off this past week as COVID19 cases 
continued to rise and the rate of daily confirmed cases hit another record high. The 
S&P 500 ended lower last week by 5.64%. In Europe, Germany and France re-
imposed nationwide restrictions with partial lockdowns as COVID-19 cases surged. 
Euro STOXX 600 ended 5.53% lower and the FSTE 100 hit a six-month low amid 
fears that the economic recovery may lose momentum.  
 
COMMODITIES: Global oil prices continued to fall on growing demand concerns as 
many European countries reinforced lockdown measures and COVID-19 cases 
continued to soar in the US. While OPEC+ countries are expected to raise their 
output by 2 mn barrels per day in January, Saudi Arabia and Russia are now 
advocating maintaining currently reduced output levels into 2021. WTI and Brent 
ended at $35.79 per barrel (bbl) and $37.46 per bbl, respectively.  
 
FIXED INCOME: US Treasuries saw volatile trading this past week, as investors 
remain on edge over the pandemic and uncertain about the outcome of the upcoming 
election. 10-year Treasury yields inched up this past week to 0.88%, but saw larger 
swings mid-week, notching its largest single-day rise in three weeks last Wednesday. 
10-year UK gilt and 10- year German bund yields fell to 0.26% and -0.63%, 
respectively, on the back of tighter lockdown restrictions and a growing number of 
new COVID cases.  
 
FX: The US dollar strengthened against the euro, appreciating 1.82% as investors 
fled to safety following heighted COVID restrictions across the Euro area and a 
dovish stance from the ECB this month. The British pound fell against the US dollar, 
as lockdown news overshadowed progress on the Brexit front.  

Market Summary 
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GROWTH: Initial US Q3 GDP came in above expectations, soaring to 33.1% quarter-
on-quarter (QoQ) annualized, but remains 2.9% below real GDP levels a year ago. 
The print was led by a rebound in consumption (40.7%), as well as inventories, fixed 
investments and exports, although partially offset by lower government spending. 
Meanwhile, the Euro area’s flash reading of Q3 GDP rose 12.7% QoQ, exceeding 
consensus expectations of 7.7%. France, Italy and Spain saw double-digit increases 
in GDP, while Germany jumped 8.2%. However, more up-to-date indicators suggest 
this may be a short-lived rebound.  
 
 
JOBS: US initial jobless claims fell to 751k for the week ending October 24th, its 
lowest reading since March. The lower-than-expected print suggests a recovering 
labor market, although a recent surge in COVID19 infections may pose challenges 
ahead.  
 
 
SENTIMENT: October’s German Ifo Business Climate index came in below 
expectations, declining to 92.7 from 93.4 prior. The print ended five consecutive 
months of increases, as companies displayed concerns over COVID-19 resurgence 
and renewed lockdown measures. Germany imposed a partial lockdown for 
November, which could limit future business activity.  

Economic Summary 
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Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management:, “Market Monitor”, 10/30/20 

 

1. “Cons.” and “Prior” refer to current consensus expectations and the previous data release, 

respectively. 

2. “WTI” stands for West Texas Intermediate crude oil, a common US benchmark for oil prices. 

“Brent” is a global benchmark for oil prices worldwide.  

3. “Dovish” refers to an indication that a central bank may be looking to stimulate the local economy.  

4. “ECB” stands for European Central Bank.  

5. “Brexit” refers to the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union.  

6. “GDP” stands for Gross Domestic Product.  

 
Disclosure Statement 

Benefit Financial Services Group is a Registered Investment Advisor. 

This publication is only intended for clients and interested investors residing in jurisdictions in which 
the Adviser is qualified to provide investment advisory services. This material is provided for 
informational purposes only and does not in any sense constitute a solicitation or offer for the 
purchase or sale of securities.  Furthermore, the opinions expressed do not constitute investment 
advice and views expressed solely reflect those of the Adviser.  The Adviser does not attempt to 
furnish personalized investment advice or services through this publication. Any subsequent, direct 
communication with a prospective client will be conducted by the Adviser’s investment advisory 
representatives. Some of the information given in this publication has been produced by unaffiliated 
third parties and, while it is deemed reliable, the Adviser does not guarantee its timeliness, sequence, 
accuracy, adequacy, or completeness and makes no warranties with respect to results to be obtained 
from its use.  Permission to reprint or distribute any content from this publication requires the written 
approval of the Adviser.   

Information discussed in this report contains forward or backward-looking statements relating to 
anticipated financial performance, business prospects, returns, market forces, new services, 
technological developments, and other matters.  The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
provides a safe harbor for forward-looking statements.  In order to comply with the terms of the safe 
harbor, Adviser notes that a variety of factors could cause actual results and experience to differ 
materially from the anticipated results or other expectations expressed in these forward or backward-
looking statements.  Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  
Indices are not available for direct investment. 

Key Economic Releases 

Thursday, November 5:  
US Jobless Claims (Cons: 735k, Prior: 
751k)  
BoE Rate Decision (Cons: 0.1%, Prior: 
0.1%)  

Friday, November 6:  
US Unemployment (Cons: 7.7%, Prior: 
7.9%)  

Monday, November 2: 
US ISM Manuf. (Cons: 55.8, Prior: 55.4)  

Tuesday, November 3:  
No economic data released. 

Wednesday, November 4:  
Euro area PMI (Cons: 49.4, Prior: 49.4)  


